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The big picture



Information need 
Topic the user wants 
to know more about

Query
Translation of need 
into an input for the 
search engine

Relevance
A document is 
relevant if it 
(partially) provides 
answers to the 
information need 

Information need: Looks like I need Eclipse for this job. Where can I 
download the latest beta version for macOS Sierra?

The essence of IR

user  (re)formulate a query eclipse download osx

retrieval engine: scoring, 
ranking and 
presentation

index
crawling,
indexing

WWW, library 
records, medial 
reports, 
patents, ...

      retrieve results

document ranking

assess relevance
to information need

today’s focus

incomplete,
underspecified
& ambiguous

scoring, ranking



Information needs

Different categorizations exist:
- Informational vs. transactional vs. navigational 
- Number of relevant documents wanted
- Tasks underlying the information need

Belkin’s Anomalous State of Knowledge: users do not 
always know what exactly their information need is

Thus:
- Queries can represent different information needs 

(short, ambiguous, imprecise)
- A query may be a poor representation of the underlying 

information need

today’s Web search queries are 2-3 
terms long



Query refinement techniques

Query refinement either automatically or through user 
interactions

- Query expansion
- (Pseudo-) relevance feedback

- Spelling correction
- Query autocompletion
- Query suggestions

Goal: produce a query that is a better representation of 
the information need (this in turn should lead to a better 
set of retrieved documents)



Query expansion



Semantic gap
flickr@nolatularosa



Idea: instead of a user manually adding synonyms to her 
query, let the system help (automatically or 
semi-automatically) in order to decrease the semantic gap.

Global approaches (independent of the query)
- Query expansion with a domain-specific thesaurus (indexing 

vocabulary and simple relations) is common and successful for 
domain-specific corpora 

- A generic “thesaurus” such as WordNet has not shown to be effective

Local approaches (relative to the retrieved documents)
- Relevance feedback
- Pseudo-relevance feedback
- Implicit feedback

Query expansion
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    Are the glosses useful for anything?

Ambiguous query: “Pluto”

Idea: give the user a choice between possible hypernyms if 
we do not have a query log

WordNet has been tried and tested

1. Look up WordNet synsets and glosses 
2. Process the glosses (POS tagger, etc.) 

and keep the nouns as potential 
hypernyms

3. Apply Hearst patterns and retrieve the 
number of result pages per candidate

4. Consider the candidate with the 
highest score as hypernym

simple patterns to decide on 
taxonomic relations

Bootstrapping how?

20+% of Web search queries are single term 
queries. Very common in site search too!

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-176/paper13.pdf

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-176/paper13.pdf


WordNet has been tried and tested

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-176/paper13.pdf

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-176/paper13.pdf


Pseudo-relevance 
feedback

PRF: we assume the top-ranked documents are relevant
RF:    user indicates which top-ranked documents are relevant



query

topic

information need

search session
flickr@sidstamm



Overview

Approach: 
- User issues a short query
- System returns an initial set/ranked list of results
- User marks some of the results relevant or non-relevant
- System computes a better representation of the 

information need based on the feedback
- System displays revised set/ranked list of results

Insight: it is difficult to formulate a good query based on a 
complex information need, but it is relatively easy to decide 
whether the returned documents match the information need

(P)RF implementation is retrieval model dependent; 
Strategy: words that occur more frequently in relevant than 
non-relevant documents are added to the query or increased 
in weight.

loop
machine learning
with very limited
data

training data of a 
search session

Search session 
A set of  searches 
conducted by a user 
to solve a (complex) 
search task within a 
limited amount of 
time.



Relevance feedback builds on the 
cluster hypothesis

“Closely associated documents tend to be relevant to 
the same requests.” (Keith van Rijsbergen, 1970s)

Common assumption of IR systems: relevant 
documents are more similar to each other than to 
non-relevant documents

relevant documents (R) non-relevant documents (NR)

association 
between all 
document pairs 
(R-R), (R-NR)



Relevance feedback builds on the 
cluster hypothesis

“Closely associated documents tend to be relevant to 
the same requests.” (Keith van Rijsbergen, 1970s)

Plot the relative frequency (binned) against the 
strength of association (usually cosine similarity)

good separation; high 
R-R association; corpus 
is a candidate for (P)RF

poor separation; (P)RF 
unlikely to work



Relevance feedback builds on the 
cluster hypothesis

Clustering methods should:
- Produce a stable clustering: no sudden changes 

when items are added/removed
- Be tolerant to errors: small errors should lead to 

small changes in clustering

Clustering fails when:
- Subset of documents have very different 

important terms (semantics to the rescue!)
- Queries are inherently disjunctive
- Polysemy occurs



Pseudo-relevance 
feedback in language 

models



Language models

- Unigram language model: probability distribution 
over the words (the vocabulary) in a language (the 
collection or document)

- In IR, unigram LMs represent the topical content

- A LM representation of a document can be used to 
generate new text by sampling terms from the 
distribution (the text won’t have a syntactic structure, but that’s fine)

P(w|D)

vocabulary

reminder



Language models
Smoothing

General idea: discount probabilities of seen words, assign extra 
probability mass to unseen words with a fallback model (the 
collection language model)

Jelineck-Mercer (JM) smoothing: linear interpolation (amount of 
smoothing controlled) between ML and collection LM

reminder



Language models
Smoothing

General idea: discount probabilities of seen words, assign extra 
probability mass to unseen words with a fallback model (the 
collection language model)

Dirichlet smoothing: longer documents receive less smoothing
“count” of term w in D

reminder



Model generalization: create a 
model/framework that contains 
existing models as special cases

flickr@marcyleigh



Relevance models

- Query is a fixed sample in LM, with documents being ranked 
according to their prob. of generating the sample

- Relevance feedback does not come naturally to LM
- BIM: adjust the weights of the relevance set
- VSM: Rocchio

- Idea: instead of a fixed sample, consider the query to be a 
language model (the relevance model); it represents the 
topic covered by relevant documents
- RF is now principled!

Dirichlet smoothing: longer documents receive less smoothing

query text now a very small 
sample generated from the 
relevance model; 
relevant documents are larger 
samples from the same model

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972


Relevance models

Two options to use our relevance model R
- Option 1: Rank documents by P(D|R)
- Option 2: Rank documents according to their similarity 

between the document LM and the query (relevance) LM

Kullback-Leibler divergence (“KL divergence”) measures the 
difference between two probability distributions P and Q:

Difficult for diverse (wrt. length, 
vocabulary) sets of documents.

always positive (larger the 
more apart two distributions 
are); we use the negative KL 
divergence to rank

not symmetric

“true distribution”;
usually R

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972


Relevance models

- - relevance model

independent of the 
document, ignore for 
ranking purposes

Maximum likelihood 
estimate of P(w|R)

We can ignore 
terms not in Q.

Isn’t this rank equivalent to query likelihood? Yes!

However: we have a more general model, we can estimate 
the relevance model in many ways!

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972


Relevance models

if query terms are samples 
from the relevance model, an 
unseen word’s probability should 
depend on the query terms

set of language models
term 
independence 
assumption

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=383972


Relevance models

if query terms are samples 
from the relevance model, an 
unseen word’s probability should 
depend on the query terms

prior probability
of a document

query likelihood score
of a document

Requires two passes for ranking:
1. Rank documents using query likelihood 

to obtain the weights needed

2. Use KL-divergence to rank documents by 
comparing the relevance model and 
document model i.e. pseudo-relevance feedback (formally in LM) 



Relevance models
Once more ...

The whole 
collection? Just 
the top 10-50 
ranked ones?

All vocabulary terms? Just 
the 10-25 that have the 
highest probabilities?

Actually, this model is well motivated but in practice a 
slight adaptation has turned out to give the best 
results (=RM3):
Interpolate the relevance model with the original query model to avoid query drift.

In the literature often 
referred to as RM1, RM2, 
RM3, RM4.

Query drift
The presence of 
aspects/topics not 
related to the query in 
the top-retrieved 
documents. 



Relevance models and
clustering

Nothing stops us from smoothing the document 
language model with document clusters:

Many decisions: which clustering algorithm? How many 
clusters? Clustering (in)dependent of the queries? 

http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/pubfiles/ir-347.pdf

http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/pubfiles/ir-347.pdf


Negative relevance feedback
Another common way of 
denoting a language model 
of the Query and Document

Negative feedback is easy to integrate into the vector space 
model (remember Rocchio).

In language modeling, it is less natural to directly modify 
the relevance model (neg. probabilities are not possible).

Idea:
 

Create a single negative topic model and 
penalize the document score if it is similar to it.. 

KL-divergence

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1390374

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1390374


Estimating relevance models based 
on external corpora

Idea: mixture of relevance models drawn from 
different corpora:

Mixture of external 
corpus and target corpus

Mean average precision

External corpus only

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1148200

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1148200


Last words on query 
expansion
Has not been taken up by Web search engines

- WSEs cannot afford computationally expensive 
AQE techniques (millisecond response times 
required)

- AQE techniques perform well on average, but 
can cause severe degradation for some queries

- AQE tends to improve recall (instead of 
guaranteeing high precision), often less 
important for WSE

- Users may get confused (their query does not 
match the returned results)

flickr@21496790@N06



Last words on query expansion

Common applications of automatic query expansion 
(besides document ranking):

- Question answering: retrieving passages of documents 
containing answers to concrete questions, e.g. “When 
was Barack Obama born”?

- Multimedia IR: text-based search over media metadata 
(annotations, concepts, speech transcripts) as well as 
multimodal search

- Information filtering: monitoring a stream of 
documents and selecting those that are relevant to a 
user

- Cross-language IR: retrieving documents written in 
other languages than the query’s language



Spell checking



Web search: “Did you mean …”



Overview

10-15% of Web search queries contain spelling errors; 
most are single-character errors

Challenges: variety in type and severity of possible 
spelling errors in queries (little context available); no 
definite lexicon (Heap’s law) 

Generic spell checker:
- Create a spelling dictionary and suggest corrections for any word 
w not in it

- Suggestions based on similarity between dictionary words and w
- Levenshtein edit distance
- Soundex

extenssions → extensions (insertion error)
poiner → pointer (deletion error)
marshmellow → marshmallow (substitution error)
brimingham → birmingham (transposition error)
doceration → decoration (2 substitution errors)

Assumptions in practice:
- first letter is correct
- correct term has similar length



Soundex

Homophone: word that is pronounced the same way as 
another word but differs in meaning (e.g. raise vs. rays)

Soundex is a phonetic encoding originally employed for 
name matching 

Use the edit distance 
of the soundex codes

extenssions → E235
extensions → E235

A hundred years old ...

Source: Search Engines - IR in Practice, Croft et al. (p. 195)



Picking a spelling correction

A misspelled word can several possible corrections

Ranking of spelling corrections:
- Use of word frequency of occurrence in the 

language (context independent)
- Use of context and word frequencies leads to better 

results
- Run-on errors: word boundaries skipped or 

mistyped (whitespace can be treated as character)

lawers → lowers, lawyers, layers, lasers

trial lawers → trial lowers, trial lawyers, ...



Noisy channel model

P(w) Noisy channel

P(e|w)

user chooses 
to write w

brain as a 
noisy channel

user writes e 
instead of w

language model
(with or without 
context information)

error model
(information on the 
frequency of certain 
types of errors)

golf curse → golf course

How do we estimate the probability P(w|e)?



Noisy channel model

P(w) Noisy channel

P(e|w)

user chooses 
to write w

brain as a 
noisy channel

user writes e 
instead of w

language model
(with or without 
context information)

error model
(information on the 
frequency of certain 
types of errors)

golf curse → golf course

What about run-on errors and context? probability that
w follows wp



Source of probabilities

P(w)
- Query log (mostly for Web search), though 

frequency alone is not enough (e.g. britny spears)
- High-quality document corpus (e.g. news corpus)
- Wikipedia history diffs (small edits are often corrections)
- Trusted lexicon

P(e|w)
- Simple: all errors with the same edit distance have 

the same probability
- Complex: some errors are more likely than others, 

e.g. based on keyboard layout, source language, 
phonetics, cognitive misconceptions



Iterative spelling correction 
based on query logs

Any string appearing in the query log can be a valid 
correction, even if misspelled.
The correct spellings tend to be more correct than 
the misspellings. Small mistakes are more common 
than large mistakes.

Recall or precision: which 
metric is more important 
for a Web search query 
spell checker?

Algorithm: Search Engines - IR in Practice, Croft et al. (p. 198) https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2004/07/Cucerzan.pdf

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2004/07/Cucerzan.pdf


Iterative spelling correction 
based on query logs

Accuracy

Ablation study
remove some feature(s) 
and determine the system 
effectiveness compared to 
the compete setup.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2004/07/Cucerzan.pdf

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2004/07/Cucerzan.pdf


Query autocompletion

NEXT WEEK



That’s it for query refinement!

Don’t forget that milestone 
M4 (March 19) is coming up 
soon.

Slack: in4325.slack.com

Email: in4325-ewi@tudelft.nl


